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the conscious creative thrust of the original Stream of Consciousness and Seed of
Consciousness.
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Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the Anti-particle Partika vibration point as
electrical

its original electrical thrust), as the third vibration in the Ante-matter Tritone Wave

Page:  241

amounts of energy thrust into the Planetary Shields than it is drawing in/receiving

Page:  243

amounts of energy thrust into the Planetary Shields than it is transmitting into them.

Page:  244

energy expansion/oscillation/thrust to 11 2/3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within earth
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Exhale Breath Tone thrust behind Initiating Tone until you can feel the subtle energy
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builds a powerful thrust of 81h-Dimensional frequency within the morphogenetic field, which
accelerates
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the conscious creative thrust of the original stream of consciousness, which continues to
create
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itself, in its thrust for life, would quickly deplete the body and energy of

Page:  66

reduces the "thrust" or power contained within its particles. The matter forms within
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felt yourselves being thrust apart, your molecules, your consciousness, your morph field being
scattered
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will not be thrust upon us in order to get our attention. We can
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Exhale Breath Tone thrust behind Initiating Tone until you can feel the subtle energy
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for stronger RRT thrust, but not mandatory. ~ ~ 7 Primary Signet Stands ·
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Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the Anti-particle Partika vibration point as
electrical

its original electrical thrust), as the third vibration in the Ante-matter Tri-tone

Page:  140

energy expansion/oscillation/thrust to 11 2/3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within
earth"s

Page:  142

amounts of energy thrust into the Planetary Shields than it is drawing in/receiving

Page:  143

amounts of energy thrust from the Planetary Shields than it is transmitting into them.
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Base. More Electrical Thrust than Magnetic Draw; a Higher Frequency, Less Dense, Self-
perpetuating,

Draw than Electrical Thrust; a Lower Frequency, More Dense, Self-consuming, Finite, Anti-
Christos

Page:  183

energy expansion/oscillation/thrust to 11 2/3 energy contraction/vibration/draw) within
earth"s

Draw than Electrical Thrust; a Lower Frequency, More Dense, Self-consuming, Finite, Anti-
Christos
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113 energy expansicnlost:illationlthrust to 11 213 energy ebntr.lctionlvibrationkiraw) wilhin
earth"s Density-1

Page:  140

SAC. As full-thrust Primal Currents anchor through the bodies/DNA Templates of the

Page:  215

critical mass frequency thrust to permanently De-cord Shadow Dancer Attachments through
D-12.
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generate sufficient frequency thrust as long as you have been using Technique-S Part
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INHALE to amplify thrust, while focusing mental attention directly into the Spark at the

Page:  253

to collect energetic thrust, and EXHALE forcefully, using the exhale breath to push the
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SECRETS OF AMENT! thrust. Without this thrust the planet cannot evolve out of its

thrust. Without this thrust the planet cannot evolve out of its Harmonic Universe and

Page:  11

reclaim the energetic thrust lost in the fall so evolution into the seventh-dimensional

lost substance/energetic thrust of Tara could be returned, and the lost souls of

Page:  238

a child being thrust prematurely from a finely sheltered nursery into a battleground of

Page:  239

circumstance, rather than thrust us into a rude awakening that had the potential to

Page:  327

and higher) frequency thrust to allow the Guardian nations to complete their 12-Code

Page:  423

counter-clockwise rotation, thrusting Earth"s core and primary particle base into merger with
Agartha"s
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Accretion level, Keylon Thrust Quotient, Star Gates & DNA [A)•Accretlon Level: Tht

(K)•Keylon Thrust 9u9tlent: The quantity (quantum) or "amount" of alactrfcaltntrgy

wee or "thrust" present within the Dimtnsional frequency bands of a Template (

Activation. Tht Koylonta Thrust Quotient (K) and Accretlon Level of human DNA dlltennlnes

Ke {on Thrust uotlen than the present-moment template of the matter form.

a specific Keylon Thrust Quotient and Accretion Level at any given moment In time;

level and Keylon Thrust Quotlen~ which determine the potentiality of Stargate passage,
space-time

levels and Keylon Thrust Quotients than the usual Standard Base 12 r~lred for
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regain the Shield thrust, on a CW-spin, that would be lost from the
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14 4/9) thrust of energy. So what you can we you see shield
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you a 13 thrust. That was just the beginning of creating what next became

Page:  50

you a 13 thrust, the 8+5, anchored into what became a 20 shield,
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equal speed and thrust content, energy content, in reverse rotation to each other. The
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Life Mer!<aba Thrust/ Spin Ratios: arms" of the Manifest Vortex {+positron anti-

Ecka God Seed Thrust Quotient= "ONE 360deg. circulation. \ Replicates & projects 360deg.

projects 360deg. of Thrust and 360deg. Thrus remains In Ecka. 360deg. Thrust Is projected

In Ecka. 360deg. Thrust Is projected Into Veca PKA Primal Manlfes~tlon as~ _

of !!Odeg. thrust Meajhon Sou each (90 x 4 a 360) Field

·13 90deg. Thrust Monad Core " polarizes Into 45 Neutrai .Charge Relons,
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Ecka God Seed Thrust Quotient::: ONE 360deg. circulation. Replicates & projects 360deg.
otThrost and

in Ecka. 360deg. Thrust Is projected Into Veca Manifestation as: ·q Vec:a

Page:  24

Spin Speed and Thrust in Natural Solar-Galactic and Earth-Planetary Density-1 and

pln Speed and Thrust: 113-of-origiAal Melbba Fields and Shields 1a1110 Phantom Blade.

apln apeed llld thrust reduction, with 1/3 spin speed and thrust revtrsed 1o

spin speed and thrust revtrsed 1o fonn unnatural ;>hantom-Solar-Galacfic and Phen10m-£

Page:  25

~ ~H Thrust to PCM , V. Top Spirals . Electrical Bottom Spiral

ante-particle energy thrust deflected from Density-1 PKA Merkaba ·Field electrical Bottom

rotation of energy thrust, PCM Top Spirals will gain 2/3-thrust from wormhole

gain 2/3-thrust from wormhole upon full reversal of PCM natural Top Spirals.
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Polarization Angles and Thrust-Force Distribution .. _,....-":;,C,-{"..:;~---++-t----*"through
which Partj~ite/

balanceS (of thrust-force/ polarity/ tension between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit-Sets) required

units, changing the thrust-force/ polarity/ tension balances between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets.

Page:  236

PartikiPolarization Angles and Thrust-Force Distribution through which Partikite/ Partikate
Spark Units are continually

Page:  237

the Ratio of Thrust-Force Distribution during Partiki Polarisation into Partika and Particum
Units.

The Krist Code Thrust-Force Distribution in Partiki Polarisation allows the Partiki unit to

polarise, dividing into thrust force in the specific -+ve and -ve electrical

Partiki Unit; the thrust-force of the original Partiki is always renewed through the

Page:  238

Code Ratios of Thrust-Force, Polarity and Tension Balance between PartikiPartika-Particum
Units that

is enabled. The thrust force/ polarity/ tension balances of Partiki/ Partika/ Particum unit sets

units governs the thrust-force distribution, angular direction & cyclic momentum with which
Partiki

balances (of thrust-force/ polarity/ tension between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets) required

units, changing the thrust-force/ plarity/ tension balances between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets.

Units engage, displace thrust-force and progressively increase spin speed to that of the

depleting the organic thrust-force held within each unit converting thrust into exponentially
increasing

each unit converting thrust into exponentially increasing spin motion. When spin speeds of the

to meet the thrust-force quantum of the original Partiki unit the PKA-PCM

Page:  239



to the thrust-force quantum of the Partiki) due to their misaligned fusion

buffer, the smaller thrust PCM unit generates a "drag field" on the faster

faster spinning, larger thrust, PKA unit, reducing the PKA unit spin speed and siphoning

portion of ifs thrust As the originally smaller PCM unit accelerates, and increases thrust

accelerates, and increases thrust the originally larger PKA unit reciprocally decelerates from ifs
faster

spin and loses thrust causing the two units to rapidly approach an internal point

reach the same thrust and spin velocity whilst spinning in counter-rotation. As the

force tension and thrust between them, entering an unnatural static Phase-Lock bond. At

an amount of thrust-force equal to the difference between their original thrust-force

between their original thrust-force quanta (the "differential") divided by two; unlike

by the larger thrust! faster spin Partika unit) becomes the dominant spin influence on

possessing differential Partiki thrust-force (the difference between original PKA & PCM thrust-

PKA & PCM thrust-forces), zeroneutral charge and a singular, rapidly accelerating, spin
direction

limited, rapidly decreasing thrust-force, which will naturally "bum themselves ouf" through
expanding

through expanding their thrust in progressive acceleration of spin-speed. Under usual
circumstances of

equel to the thrust-force of the original Partika unit that formed it, and

has a differential thrust-force, and thus, Spin-Speed tolerance, that is equal to

to the limited thrust-force/limited spinspeed tolerance CaL -OR unit. Normally, once

the confined internal thrust-force within

Page:  240

of its differential thrust-force into internal hea~ the PKA & PCM units, of

zero-charge, zero-thrust-force neutral residual unit called an Atma. The residual "

finite quantum of thrust-force. Under usual circumstance of Natural Krist Code Creation
Physics
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Life ~~~ba Thrust} Spi_n Ratios: Ecka God Seoo Thrust Quotient= ONE 360de

Ecka God Seoo Thrust Quotient= ONE 360de·g. circulation. Rep/ic:.ates &

& projects 360deg. ofThrust and 360deg. remains In Eclca. 360deg. Thrust Is projecied Into

In Eclca. 360deg. Thrust Is projecied Into Veca Manifestation as: • 4 Veca Quadl"dnll>=

Page:  259

Ecka-Heliotalic Frequency Thrust through which environmentally induced STF"s (Sho-Na
Transposition Filters)
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Ecka-Heliotalic Frequency Thrust through which environmentally induced STF"s (Sho-Na
Transposition Filters)
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Life ~~~ba Thrust/ Sp~n Ratios: Ecka God Seed Thrust Quotient= ONE 360de

Ecka God Seed Thrust Quotient= ONE 360de·g. circulation. Repficates & projects 360deg.

& projects 360deg. ofThrust and 360deg. "remains in Ecka. 360deg. Thrust Is projected

in Ecka. 360deg. Thrust Is projected Into Veca Manifesiatlon as:: • 4 Vaca Quadr.
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5 17 Energetic Thrust FTR-HB 60 Energy Flow CS-HB 5 17 Energy

Page:  48

2 8 Keylon Thrust Quotient FTR-HB 60 Keylons DFLi-HB 5 Keylons MR-
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sufficient natural spark-thrust would be ge-nerated to purge and release the infiltrated

Rama-Polarian Gate thrust and the opposing Metatronic-Budhara Gate thrust, the Jh!l

Metatronic-Budhara Gate thrust, the Jh!l·Yan Shield literally split in two,

Page:  35

from the full thrust of Dimensional Starburst and its implied corresponding Red Pulse. ALL

Page:  36

natural-spin-direction-thrust to hold a hosted Krist D-3- base-12-sub-

may be insufficient thrust remaining in the 0-3 Mental Body to anchor a

enough natural-spin thrust left to hold the base-12-subharmonic encryption WILL be
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the conscious creative thrust of the original stream of consciousness, which continues to
create
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with conscious creative thrust, the original stream and seed of consciousness, continue to
create
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energy potential (thrust); which means that they are entirely complete in their energy.
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Heliotalics that whatever thrust in our shield that we lost, by losing whatever amount

Page:  60

What configuration of thrust charge creates (a) perpetual motion top and bottom Merkaba

Page:  64

Which configuration of thrust charge creates static top and bottom Merkaba spirals? (a)

A 90-degree thrust charge that splits into two 45-degree thrust charges. (

two 45-degree thrust charges. (b) A 360-degree thrust charge that splits

A 360-degree thrust charge that splits into four 90-degree thrust charges. (

four 90-degree thrust charges. (c) A 45-degree thrust charge that splits

A 45-degree thrust charge that splits into 33 t and 11 f degree

11 f degree thrust charges. (d) A 45-degree thrust charge that splits

A 45-degree thrust charge that splits into 2 equal parts. 2. The name
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energetic "quantum thrust" to complete Mashayanic Transfiguration into the eternal-life
Mashayah Body,

Page:  26

accrete the quantum thrust" required to continue their Celestial Ascension. Smaller
RashaShon stars (

Page:  91

the full Threshold thrust, using the Triangulation from the Bourgha Matrix. At this point

Page:  96

but the main thrust, is to perform the first of the new stands, which

Page:  318

and the principle thrust apart from you receiving information at a 12 Tribes gathering
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specific balances of thrust-force, polarity and tension between Partiki /PartikA/Particum Unit
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a bit more thrust this time ... like winding up for a pitch ...

Page:  82

of our quantum thrust. If you lose some of that life force, it may
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"final swim thrust upward" and feel your head crest the surface of the
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how much electrical thrust in the form of conscious energy is being held within

amount of electrical thrust when you get all the way out to the end

amount of electrical thrust to go through the turnaround to re-enter the Adashi.

Page:  98

a Cadeucus Seal thrust coming to meet with the central Cadeucus Seal. At the

Page:  99

of the main thrust. So the SEur Pillars are being created to open the

Page:  112

how much energy thrust is going outward from the Manifestation Point, to how much

that"s called "thrust" going outward into manifestation, and then there is counter-force,

of the stored thrust-the thrust that has been stored in Spirit-back into

stored thrust-the thrust that has been stored in Spirit-back into the Atomic

Page:  118

level of Quantum Thrust, which is Joule Count, as far as units of stored

stored heat energy thrust. You have to have a certain Joule Count to be

Page:  123

Gravitational Force vs Thrust Force and all of that when you The MCEO Freedom

Page:  124

the power, the thrusting outward power, of one OM of "el ec tri

Electrical Force or Thrust going Outward versus Pull coming Back from Creation Point. It"s

going Out, the Thrust going Out creates the Light Body, and they are linked

Page:  125

manifesting force or thrust going outward and spiritual thrust pulling backward. And it"s all

outward and spiritual thrust pulling backward. And it"s all taking place within the



Consciousness

positive force of thrust. And then we store up Prana Joules in the Body,

the force that thrusts outward and cycles, expands and contracts within itself to go

Page:  126

for example, a thrust or going-outward force of power of 4 Partikl ,

how much Force Thrust Quantum was available for Materialization. There is another part of

Page:  132

means between the thrust going outward and the pull coming backward that sets in

Page:  139

have enough Quantum Thrust or Joule Thrust to be able to go into an

Thrust or Joule Thrust to be able to go into an Ascension Return Cycle.

Page:  147

content up, our thrust potential. We will be able to use that thrust potential

to use that thrust potential to heal quantities of water. We won"t be able

Page:  150

and use our thrust of breath to push sideways, the entire shield we are

Page:  151

help them with thrust, which means to use our breath to help them push,

Page:  202

that allows enough thrust for the turnaround into the Adashi Cycles. And at this

Page:  227

certain type of thrust. They started with the spirit body stuff that has to

Page:  233

and have enough thrust to make the Adashi turn around because it takes a

amount of electrical thrust to be able to make the up and spin that

Page:  234

more electrical Partiki thrust in them. When they go in and birth back out

Page:  263

Push, or the Thrust of the Manifest Form and the Pull Back that the

different ratio of thrust. The stuff to find out the numbers is really, really



Page:  268

there"s not enough Thrust in your field from the amplification that the Shadra Shield

first. .. enough Thrust to access the Aurora Climb, the Climb of the Aurora

Page:  270

is being pushed, thrust into manifestation, and how much is being pulled back into

Page:  275

quantum pushing or thrusting this way, and you have that much quantum pulling that

you subtract the thrust, if you subtract the pull from the thrust, it doesn"t

pull from the thrust, it doesn"t really matter which are higher numbers, it will

the push or thrust and the pull are equal and you have zero G-

Page:  325

requires what"s called Thrust or Light Quotient, or the beginning of Re-spiritualization of

Page:  328

build the quantum thrust that will allow you to go into the higher frequency

Page:  375

there is manifestation thrust going outward. If you had a positive G-force, that

power of manifest thrust, going out, turning around and then pushing back against the

Page:  379

frequency and energy thrust to be able to make the Turnaround in Adashi. And
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quantum "joule-thrust" necessary to make the KaLEHara Turnaround, and the Ascension
Adashi
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signature or quantum thrust to go through a full Adashi Ascension. If we can"t

Page:  26

signature or quantum thrust to go through a full Adashi Ascension. If we can"t

Page:  44

enough energy/quantum thrust held in the body in terms of Joule count to

Page:  45

certain energy/quantum thrust held in the body in terms 3

Page:  61

us gives enough thrust to make the turnaround into the Adashi Return Cycles. 4
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quantum of 4 thrust pushing this way and 2 pulling that way. And then

Page:  78

means 2/3rds thrust to 1J3rd pull of a quantum of 6. All right,

Page:  79

push to 1.5 thrust. It is a stable energy, it is a stationary energy,

it means 7.5 thrust and 7.5 pull and that gives you zero G-force

Page:  93

you enough quantum thrust all right, to literally make the Turn Around. There has

amount of energy thrust or quantum held in the body in terms of Joule

Page:  129

of its own thrust. Which may affect its ability ... it depends on how

Page:  213

it gives enough thrust to turn around. And then we can enter the Adashi

Page:  233

of how much thrust going out and how much pull coming back. There"s all

Page:  237

to actually put thrust where we want it or to put momentum or power

Page:  251

need one more thrust burst of energy to get it to do that comfortably.
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from which this thrust is being driven, Cuba and Haiti. (Someone Speaks soft

Page:  290

throw a spark thrust breath out the back of our breathing in our Bi-
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energetic "quantum thrust" to complete Mashayanic Transfiguration into the eternal-life
Mashayah Body,

Page:  26

accrete the quantum thrust" required to continue their Celestial Ascension. Smaller
RashaShon stars (

Page:  91

the full Threshold thrust, using the Triangulation from the Bourgha Matrix. At this point

Page:  96

but the main thrust, is to perform the first of the new stands, which

Page:  319

and the principle thrust apart from you receiving information at a 12 Tribes gathering
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how much electrical thrust in the form of conscious energy is being held within

amount of electrical thrust when you get all the way out to the end

amount of electrical thrust to go through the turnaround to re-enter the Adashi.

Page:  101

a Cadeucus Seal thrust coming to meet with the central Cadeucus Seal. At the

of the main thrust So the SEur Pillars are being created to open the

Page:  115

how much energy thrust is going outward from the Manifestation Point, to how much

that"s called "thrust" going outward into manifestation, and then there is counter-force,

of the stored thrust-the thrust that has been stored in Spirit-back into

stored thrust-the thrust that has been stored in Spirit-back into the Atomic

Page:  122

level of Quantum Thrust, which is Joule Count, as far as units of stored

stored heat energy thrust You have to have a certain Joule Count to be

Page:  127

Gravitational Force vs Thrust Force and all of that when you break these down

Page:  128

the power, the thrusting outward power, of one OM of "el ec tri

Electrical Force or Thrust going Outward versus Pull coming Back from Creation Point It"s

going Out, the Thrust going Out creates the Light Body, and they are linked

manifesting force or thrust going outward and spiritual thrust pulling backward. And it"s all

outward and spiritual thrust pulling backward. And it"s all taking place within the
Consciousness

Page:  129



positive force of thrust. And then we store up Prana Joules in the Body,

the force that thrusts outward and cycles, expands and contracts within itself to go
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for example, a thrust or going-outward force of power of 4 Partikl, ok.

how much Force Thrust Quantum was available for Materialization. There is another part of
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means between the thrust going outward and the pull coming backward that sets in
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have enough Quantum Thrust or Joule Thrust to be able to go into an

Thrust or Joule Thrust to be able to go into an Ascension Return Cycle.
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content up, our thrust potential. We will be able to use that thrust potential

to use that thrust potential to heal quantities of water We won"t be able
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and use our thrust of breath to push sideways, the entire shield we are
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help them with thrust, which means to use our breath to help them push,
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that allows enough thrust for the turnaround into the Adashi Cycles. And at this
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certain type of thrust. They started with the spirit body stuff that has to
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and have enough thrust to make the Adashi turn around because it takes a

amount of electrical thrust to be able to make the up and spin that
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more electrical Partiki thrust in them. When they go in and birth back out
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Push, or the Thrust of the Manifest Form and the Pull Back that the

different ratio of thrust. The stuff to find out the numbers is really, really
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there"s not enough Thrust in your field from the amplification that the Shadra Shield

access, the firsLenough Thrust to access the Aurora Climb, the Climb of the Aurora
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is being pushed, thrust into manifestation, and how much is being pulled back into
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quantum pushing or thrusting this way, and you have that much quantum pulling that

you subtract the thrust, if you subtract the pull from the thrust, it doesn"t

pull from the thrust, it doesn"t really matter which are higher numbers, it will

the push or thrust and the pull are equal and you have zero G-
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requires what"s called Thrust or Light Quotient, or the beginning of Re-spiritualization of
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build the quantum thrust that will allow you to go into the higher frequency
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there is manifestation thrust going outward. If you had a positive G-force, that

power of manifest thrust, going out, turning around and then pushing back against the
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frequency and energy thrust to be able to make the Turnaround in Adashi. And
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from which this thrust is being driven, Cuba and Haiti. (Someone Speaks soft
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throw a spark thrust breath out the back of our breathing in our Bilocate
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serves as the thrust that allows for the portions of the Milky Way that
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to "build thrust momentum" within the "Hydro-Acoustic Umbilical Cord" Ascension-Line
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build charge and thrust. 24. EXHALE forcefully, using the Exhale breath to send a
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Inhale to build thrust-momentum, then EXHALE forcefully toward the "oval White Light
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2/3-quantum-thrust) with the Shield of The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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2/3-quantum-thrust) with the Shield of Soloman/AdorA Omega-Override Host, 4

Hosted 2/3 quantumthrust of Net-Earth"s organic Penta-gor"-ian Circulatory System, and
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at 213-quantum-thrust. The 151 Aquai"-ah de So-La"-RA LU"na Asha/-
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up the quantum thrust of the activated Sa-A"-da Encryption by consistently energizing

Encoding. Create emotional thrust by spending a bit of time "visualizing and putting
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up the quantum thrust of the activated Sa-A"-da Encryption by consistently energizing

Encoding. Create emotional thrust by spending a bit of time "visualizing and putting
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was really a thrust that came through some of the Parallel wormhole sets that
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power of the thrust in that enough to push through the Metatronic Grids that
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give it more thrust to go down. And, we"re actually going to push this

give it charge, thrust toward moving Ok, so (all inhale) (all exhale)
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speed and energy thrust to much higher speeds-beyond the known "speed of
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light radiation. Energy thrust expands into the anti-particle PartikA vibration point as electrical
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system the energetic thrust it needs to co-link with the time line that
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known as its Thrust Quotient or Mana Frequency, and is the difference between the

would be the thrust quotient (amount of frequency) our system has available to
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full 360 degree thrust quotient. It gives each of the 4 quadrants a 90-

a 90-degree thrust which breaks down to give the densities a 45-degree

a 45-degree thrust, stepping down further to become the 33 1/3 and
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it loses energetic thrust as well. This in turn slows the spin speed of
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Polarization Angles and Thrust-Force Distribution through which Partikite I Partikate Spark
Units are

balances (of thrust-force I polarity/ tension between Pki I Pka/ Pcm Unit

units, changing the thrust-force/ polarity tension balances between Pki/ Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets.
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2fa speed & thrust. Earth DN-1 bottom Spiral "Falls" from natural 11
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energy potential (thrust); which means that they are entirely complete in their energy.
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size and quantum-thrust of the Rasha Body structure, and fueling ―cellular division,

amount of quantum-thrust or ―Harmonic Key radiation-quotient‖ has been generated and
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Celestalline Wave, the Thrust-Quanta/G-Force (corresponding to Etheric, Telluric, Atmic,
Ketheric,
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2/3-quantum-thrust. The 1st Aquai‘-ah de So-La‘-RA LU‘na
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on 2/3 thrust capacity and the ShaLAah Light Quotient is increased to 75%.
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OADft More electrical thrust than magnetic draw, less dense, higher frequency, self-
perpetuating, Eternal
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amplified in quantum thrust then upstepped in frequency to form artificial Green & Blue
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reducing the quantum thrust of the False Plasmas & Metatronic Spirals enough to prevent
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reducing the quantum thrust of the False Plasmas & Metatronic Spirals enough to prevent
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weakening the Quantum Thrust of the Krystal Spiral and Strengthening the Metatronic Spiral.
As

weakening the Quantum Thrust of the Krystal Spiral while strengthening the Quantum Thrust
(

strengthening the Quantum Thrust (Partiki power) of the Metatronic Spiral. The energy
siphoned
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will lose its thrust once those Rings shatter. And so that tension will release
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Atom"s original energy thrust, beings carrying the core Christos imprint would have had time

quotient or energy thrust quotient. a quantum of energy. Keylons are like wattage: how

much electrical energy thrust does a particular frequency band have? Base 12 is much

levels and Keylon thrust quotients than the usual standard Base 12 .. The AC
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numerically (quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 12/2013. 2. Primary KHY·Site-

numerically {quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 4/2·16/2014 3. Primary

numerically (quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 8/2014 4. Primary KHY-Site-4:

numerically {in quantumthrust) below it. Activates: 8/2015 5. Primary KHY-Site-5:

(in quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 8/2015 6. Primary KHY-Site-6:

(in quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 4/2016 7. Primary KHY-Site-7:

(in quantum-thrust) below it. Activates: 4/2016 8. Primary KHY ·Site-

correspondences, numerically {quantumthrust) below it. Activates: 12/2014· Engages Fail-
Safe Override
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SAC. As full-thrust Primal Currents anchor through the bodies/DNA Templates of the
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Time-Glitch Loop thrust & all forward Land of Nod Field movment stops as

(stop forward thrust) the inorganic T-Mobius Wave continues to drain the Quantum
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quantum & forward thrust & all forward movment stops as the M. Wave "

(stop forward thrust) the inorganic T-Mobius Wave continues to drain the Quantum
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Polarization Angles and Thrust-FOtte Distribution through which Partldle I Partible Spark Units
are

balances (of thrust-force I polarity/ tension between Pki I Pka/ Pcm Unit

units, changing the thrust-force/ polarity tension balances between PkV Pka/ Pcm Unit Sets.
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temporarily borrowed quantum thrust through which biological cell growth can initiate. • The
Vo-
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temporarily borrowed quantum thrust through which biologica l cell growth can in itiate. •
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Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the particle~ \t-ibration point as electJical

its originaJ electric thrust), as the third "ribrati011 in the Ante-matter Tri-
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that Elt"clrical Thrust; a LOl\"fl" fl"tqun<"~., l\lo.-.. Dtu.st", Stir-Consuming
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us the frequency/thrust we Deed to continue our~ process. By Actl\""atlllg our
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V" poumtial (thrust}. tha as th• .n•"D" of this 360 deg
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forth looses much thrust or power as at tra\-els through the astral plane.
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lost substance/energetiC thrust ofT an could be retwned. and the lost souls ofT
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